ROCKIES FEST A TO Z

AUTOGRAHS
All of the Major League players and coaches in attendance are participating in ticketed autograph sessions. Autograph locations are shown on your ticket along with the designated time. Due to space limitations, we ask that fans do not line up early so we do not crowd these areas; as long as you arrive at your designated location by the time printed on your ticket, your autograph is guaranteed. Autograph locations are all on the Suite Level: Mountain Ranch Bar & Grille (MRBG), Suite 10, Suite 53 and Suite 55.

BRANDING STATION
Located in the welding shop across from the Visiting Clubhouse on the Lower Level, the Branding Station is hosted by C Lazy U Ranch and you can purchase a baseball literally branded with your choice from various logos, numbers and more, with proceeds going to The Colorado Rockies Foundation.

BROADCAST BOOTHS
There are six radio and television booths located on the Club Level directly behind home plate, including one Spanish-language radio, one English-language radio and one television booth for each team. During Rockies Fest, the KOA booth will be open for fans to stop by and learn what it takes to produce a game on radio, and fans can sit at an AT&T SportsNet TV booth on the Club Level behind Section 234 to interview players, coaches or TV personalities throughout the event.

CLUBHOUSE
The clubhouse is a home away from home for Rockies players and coaches, and it was fully renovated over the past two seasons, so this is a must-see for all Rockies fans. Fully equipped with a weight room, training room, video room, kitchen, locker room and batting tunnel, several special opportunities will be available to fans during Rockies Fest: hitting off the tee like the pros in the batting tunnel (for all ages), Kids Q&A Sessions in the Rox Room, Clubhouse Cooking Demonstrations by the team chef in the kitchen, and more.

CLUBHOUSE COOKING DEMONSTRATIONS
For a truly unique opportunity, Rockies Culinary Nutritionist Tyler Hines will be hosting cooking demonstrations in his office—the Home Clubhouse kitchen. He will have sessions at 10 AM and 2 PM, and he has developed menus that fit those times perfectly. There will be limited seating and standing room, so arrive early to learn how to prepare (and taste!) the delicious and healthy dishes the Rockies chef prepares for the team every day!

DINGER AUTOGRAPHS
Dinger will be signing autographs in half-hour sessions throughout the day on the Suite Level, just outside Suite 53; check the schedule on page 1 for times.

FAMILY FEUD. ROCKIES STYLE
You know the famous game show, now it’s your chance to tell us “What the Survey Says” with your favorite Rockies players. Located on the Suite Level in Conference Room 2, the studio audience is filled on a first-come, first-served basis, with overflow seating in Suite 13. For each 25-minute episode, four lucky fans will be chosen from the audience to join Rockies players to make up each family. Check page 1 for episode times.

FOOD OPTIONS
• Concession stands are open all along the Club Level concourse, both sides, including the Coffee Stand on the first-base side and the Bar on the third-base side (also where the @Rockies HQ Social Media Stage is located).
• The Toyota Land Cruiser Club (located next to the Press Box on the Lower Press level, between the Club and Main levels) is a premium seating area that is not only a great tour stop with some of the best seats in the ballpark, but for Rockies Fest, it will also be open for ballpark food and drinks.
• And for perhaps the most unique food opportunity, head to the Home Clubhouse kitchen for the 10 AM or 2 PM Cooking Demonstration by Rockies Culinary Nutritionist Tyler Hines. There’s limited space, so get there early, and if you do, you will get to learn how to prepare (and taste!) the delicious food the Rockies chef prepares for the team every game day!

KIDS STUFF
There are several places for kids to have fun at Rockies Fest. On the Club Level, kids can take pictures at the many Selfie
Stations (one with players rotating through), enjoy the spotlight at the Fantasy TV Booth and participate in other interactive/artistic opportunities along the left-field concourse, including tons of games and entertainment with players at the @Rockies HQ social media stage throughout the day; plus, behind home plate on the Club Level, fans can learn what it takes to produce a game broadcast in the actual KOA Radio Booth, and enjoy Storytelling by players (see the time schedule on page 1). On the Suite Level, Dinger will host several autograph sessions (see time schedule on page 1), and on the Lower Level, the Rockies Home Clubhouse is a must-see for fans of all ages, especially kids; you can tour the clubhouse, take swings off a tee just like the pros in the batting tunnel, and enjoy a Kids Q&A with players in the Rox Room, where only kids get to ask the questions!

GARAGE SALE FOR CHARITY
During Rockies Fest, the Visiting Clubhouse will be a merchandise area where you can buy memorabilia at great “garage sale” prices with all proceeds going to The Colorado Rockies Foundation. Fans can purchase authentic Rockies game-used items as well as retired ballpark fixtures and other rare pieces.

PRESS BOX
The Press Box is where the game is officially scored and written about, on every home game played at Coors Field. Named after the Rockies’ first official scorer, Frank Haraway, the Press Box is located on the Lower Press level (LP), between the Main Concourse and Club Level, behind home plate.

Q&A SESSIONS
Located on the Suite Level in Conference Room 1, Super Suite 11 and Super Suite 12, each 25-minute session features different topics and groups of players, coaches and/or baseball personnel, and will be seated on a first-come, first-served basis. Topics include team outlook, defensive and offensive strategy, position players, baseball analytics, sports medicine, scouting, social media and more. See the insert in this magazine or signage in the area near Suite 11 and 12 for topics and times.

ROCKIES MUSEUM
During Rockies Fest, the INFINITI Club’s premium restaurant and bar on the Lower Level will house the Rockies Museum, highlighting various pieces from Rockies history, as well as a McGregor Square display, giving fans a sense of what is currently being constructed next door to Coors Field—due to open in January 2021!

ROX ROOM
Located in the Rockies Home Clubhouse on the Lower Level, the Rox Room is where Manager Bud Black hosts his postgame media availability. For Rockies Fest, along with being a great photo op at the podium, this room will house two Kids Q&A Sessions (11 AM and 2:30 PM), when only kids will be able to ask the players questions!

SELFIE STATIONS
There are several Selfie Stations throughout Rockies Fest this year, and many of them are on the left-field side of the Club Level, including one that players will rotate through, throughout the event. Post them on your social accounts using #RockiesFest!

@ROCKIES HQ SOCIAL MEDIA STAGE
Throughout Rockies Fest, various Rockies players will be on the Rockies social sites, interacting with fans and each other in fun and creative ways. The @Rockies HQ is located in the Club Level Bar behind Section 238 and it is open to the public, so stop by to check it out and participate! To take part in the conversation, follow the Rockies on Twitter (@Rockies), Instagram (@rockies) and Facebook.com/Rockies.

STORYTELLING
Rockies players and coaches will visit the storytelling room on the Suite Level behind home plate throughout the day to read books to the kids. Check the schedule on page 1 for times. Space is limited, so arrive early!

SUITE 32
Located behind home plate on the Suite Level, the ownership suite has been the game day destination for many prominent people over the years, such as former President George W. Bush, Henry “Hank” Aaron, Garth Brooks, Pat Bowlen, Fisher DeBerry, Sonny Lubick, Peyton Manning, Mike Shanahan and many more.

TOYOTA LAND CRUISER CLUB
Next to the Press Box, located on the Lower Press level (LP) between the Main Concourse and Club Level, is a premium seating area called the Toyota Land Cruiser Club. During Rockies Fest, this area will have concessions and a bar for fans to eat in some of the best seats in the ballpark.